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PBV Heat policy 2006  

Pipe Bands Victoria Heat Policy 
 
1. [a] At a contest, temperature readings shall be taken 30 and 15 minutes prior to the assembly 

time for a Massed Band or other non-contest part of the activities. 
 
 [b] The Contest Supervisor [or a person appointed by the Contest Supervisor] shall take 

temperature readings from a standard thermometer at a shaded outdoor location near the 
band signing-in point and record the results. 

 
2. Should the average of those readings be:- 
 
 [I] more than 30 but less than 33 degrees centigrade, then the massed bands shall perform a 

single forward front to rear counter march and halt at the dais, there being held stationary 
for no more than fifteen minutes, then retiring with a single front to rear countermarch for 
dismissal; 

 
 [ii] 33 or more but less than 35 degrees centigrade, then the massed bands shall perform a 

single forward front to rear countermarch, retire from the field and then be dismissed; 
 
 [iii] 35 degrees centigrade or more, then the massed bands performance shall be cancelled;  
 
 and, further 
 
 [iv] members of bands shall be permitted and encouraged to wear sun protection approved by 

the Association. 
 
3. It is the responsibility of a band to encourage its members and of members to maintain 

appropriate fluid intake and sun protection in hot weather. 
 
4. A Drum Major in Charge of Massed Bands and all assistants shall use their best endeavours to 

keep to a minimum the time taken in assembly and dismissal of massed bands, and especially so 
in adverse weather. 

 
5. Registration of a contest shall be withheld until the Branch is satisfied that reasonable provision 

has been made for protection from extremes of weather. The Branch shall ensure that promoters 
are cognisant of this policy and its potential effects on performances by massed bands.  A 
Contest Supervisor shall liaise with the promoter so that inconvenience resulting from application 
of this policy is minimised. 

 
6. This policy has effect pursuant to The Australian Pipe Band Contest Regulation Rule E.1.04. 
 
 
 


